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Abstract
This paper concentrates on mtenslty-dependent refractive-index changes due to the third-order opt14 non-hneanty
Materials exhlbltmg such effects are good can&dates for apphcatlons m all-optical devices The dIscussIon ~111be
on these matenals, and charactenzatlon
techmques and an overview will be given of proposed and realized
all-optical devices Of the latter, the non-hnear Y-Junction and Mach-Zehnder
Interferometer will be treated m
conslderable detail

1. Introduction

Since ancient times, light has been used as a
carrier of mformatlon In technical apphcatlons,
however, it played no slgnrficant role until the
recent invention of the laser and the mtroductlon
of the optlcal fibre Nowadays, the fibre 1s widely
used m commumcatlon networks, allowing for
extremely dense mformatlon transfer that 1s not
affected by unwanted perturbations like (other)
electromagnetic radiation
For the processmg of mformatlon, light has been
used since the 1950s m analog or coherent optlcal
computers, utlhzmg the mtrmslc parallelism of light
and also the fact that a single lens may perform a
Fourier transform of a two-dlmenslonal field pattern Such coherent optical computers have been
used for the processmg of mformatlon from radar
screens, and are still used for process control m
factories, e g , to filter out the smaller details of a
product, or to measure the mesh-size of canvas or
the thickness of a thm fast-moving thread Most
mformatlon processmg today 1s done by digital
electromc computers, which have an lmpresslve and
still-growing potential
However, it 1s expected that the increasing complexity of electronic computers will sooner or later
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lead to a frustration of this growth, mainly due to
the sequential commumcatlon
m an electronic
computer and also to the limited switching time of
a transistor and the unwanted Interference of slgnals To overcome these problems, at least m part,
(integrated) optics may come mto play The major
advantages of apphcatlons of optics, for both
commumcatlon and processmg, are the mtrmslc
parallehsm and also the potentially fast swltchmg
times ( < 1 ps) of all-optlcal devices By choosmg
the appropriate (I e , lmear) materials, optical slgnals can propagate closely packed (m time or
space) wlthout affecting one another For communication over long distances, the optical fibre has
been shown to be able to transmit data at several
Gblt/s over thousands of kllometres Here optical
(temporal) sohtons propagate undistorted due to a
balance of the group velocity dispersion and the
non-lmeanty, at least d the losses are sufficiently
well compensated, e g , by Er-doped fibre amphfiers pumped by laser diodes For all-optcal processing, however, there IS still a need for materials
having a strong third-order non&near optical
(NLO) effect, with short ( w 1 ps) turn-on and
turn-off times
This paper concentrates mainly on third-order
NLO matenals In Section 2 a short mtroductlon
wdl be given to the field of NLO and its apphcablhty Section 3 will be concerned with a short
dIscussIon on NLO materials and on a few characterlzatlon techniques In Section 4 an overview will
be gven of a number of well-known third-order
@ 1992 -
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NLO devices Here the merits of the NLO Y-Junctlon and Mach-Zehnder
interferometer will be
dlscuysed m more detail

Here c c stands for the complex conJugate and the
summation runs over all values (k,, co,) of the
plane waves Then consldermg for the moment
only linear polarization, it follows from eqns (1)
and (2) that

2. A short introduction to non-linear optics
dr dtP(r, t) exp{l(k

P(k, co) = co

The response of matter to one or more optical
or d c fieldsmay be described macroscoplcally by
the polanzatlon, P(r, t) This quantity 1s m general
a very complicated non-linear function of the history of the electric- and magnetic-field dlstnbutlons If the effect of magnetic fields may be
neglected, and if there 1s no permanent polanzatlon, the polarlzatlon m a uniform medium IS
given by the followmg convolution m time and
spa= PI
P(r, t) =

Eg

1
n=I

s

x(n)(r - r,,
t - t, ,

*Eh, tl)

,

r - r,,,

3

t

-

6,)

E(r,, 0 dr,

dr,, dt

dt,
(1)

Here x(“), the nth order susceptlblhty, 1s a tensor
of rank 3”+’
It 1s convenient for both experlmental and theoretical purposes to work with the Fourier transforms, with respect to t and r, of the electric fields
and the polarlzatlon As eqn ( 1) contams products
of the electric field, care should be taken m using
the complex notation The Fourier transform of
the electric field 1s defined as
dr dtE(r, t) exp{l(k *r - ~j))

E(k, o) =

=

(W4 c {Ek,,,w

- k,)h(u

- co,)

I

+ Et +W + k,V(w + cu,)}/2
(2a)
where we have used for the second
fact that the total electric field, E(r,
being equal to the inverse transform
can be expressed, m the presence of
plane waves, as

E(r, 0 =

c1 P%,

c3

exp(l(o,t--k;r)}+cc]/2

= Eg dt dr dt, dr, x”‘(r -r,,
s

equality the
t), of course

of eqn (2a),
a number of
(2b)

t - t,)E(r, , t,)

x exp(i(k * r - ot)}
= e,f’(k,

w)E(k, co)

(3)

In eqn (3) the 3 x 3 matrix X”‘(k, co) = J x(')(r,
t)
x exp(lk *r - zwt) dr dt, and we have utlhzed the
fact that the Fourier transform of a convolution
may be expressed m terms of the product of the
transforms
The higher-order terms contnbutmg to the polarization can be obtained m a similar way, 1 e , by
substltutlon of eqn (2b) mto eqn (1) and collectmg terms which contribute to the same P(k, o)
term For example, if we consider third-order
NLO effects with one mcommg plane wave m an
isotropic
medium,
and
the electric
field,
E, (k,, co,), polanzed along the l-axis, it follows
that there are two different polarlzatlon terms
PF(r,t) =co#,,(k=k,+k,+k,,

co = co, + co, + a,,)
x [Gk, Co,exp{3l(o, t - k, * r)} + c c ]/2
P\3'(r,
t) = 3q,f$,,(k

= k, + k, -k,,
w=fi1,+w,-co,)

x I&,

s

r - OX>>

s

,j1,[*El (r, 0

(4)

It 1s of importance to note that the two third-order
susceptlblhtles m eqn (4) arise from dzj%renr
Fourier transforms of the same susceptlblhty m
r, t-space The first term of eqn (4) describes the
frequency tnplmg, which 1s of Importance for
third-harmonic generation (THG), and the second
term leads to a polanzatlon, phase-matched to the
mcommg electric field, glvmg rise to an mtensltydependent refractive index (IDRI, see below) The
degeneracy factors 1 and 3, occurring m eqn (4),
are the number of ways m which these products of
electric fields can be made, and ensure that the
parameters x c3)are contmuous as a function of the
arguments k and w [2] For example, this way
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TABLE 1 Susceptrbdittes for various NLO effects and Its apphcatmns
and third-harmomc generatton, respecttvely

The abbrevtat#ons EO, SHG and THG stand for electro-optic,

second-

Susceptlblhty

Effect

Apphcatlon

p’(w = 0

electro-optic (EO) effect
frequency doubhng
frequency moimg
quadrattc EO effect
Raman effect
a c Kerr effect
electnc-field-Induced SHG
frequency trlphng

EO modulation of hght
SHG
down conversIon
EO moduiatlon of light
all-opt&
devtces
all-optsal devices
SHG
THG

+o)

$2’(2w = w + w)
x’*‘(o, = w* - w3)
x’3’( 0 = 0 + w - 0)
x”‘(w, =w,+w,-ww,)
x’3’(w = w + w - w)
x’3’( 2w = 0 + 0 + w)
x’3’( 3w = w + w + w)

n2.9 =-n

2
2E

(9)

nocOc

=~‘3’(k=kfk-&,o=o+o-o)

(5)

A lot of different non&ear
phenomena are
known today, some of these are given m Table 1
The polarlzatlon affects the propagation of the
light, which may be seen using Maxwell’s equations Depending on the nature of the effect, dofferent approaches may be used For non-automatlcally phase-matching effects, such as the second-harmomc
generation (SHG), the so-called
SVEA (slowly varying envelope approxlmatlon) 1s
often used [ 21 We shall treat here m some more
detail the first- and third-order (IDRI) effects In
order to keep things ample, we assume an
Isotropic current- and charge-free non-magnetic
material Then Maxwell’s equations lead to the
following form of the wave equation
1 a 2E(v, t)
-V2E(r, t) +c2dt2=

iYP(r, f)
-kJ ~ at2

(6)

For a single plane wave with an electrical field
along the I-axis, it may be deduced from eqns
(l)-(4) that the solutions of eqn (6) are of the
form
E, (u, t) = [Elk o exp(i(wt - nko *r)> + c c l/2

(7)

with jk,,l = o/c, and n2 = 1 + $‘) + 3~1:‘~~
fEjlkw1”
Equation (7) 1s the expression for the ideal Kerr
law non-linearity, neglecting higher-order effects
leading to, e g , saturation of the NLO effect A
notation often encountered m the literature 1s
n =n*+n&~2=n,+n,.s

(8)

with n2 E N 3~\:+,/(2n~) Here S IS the energy flow
(in W/m2) of the beam and from standard theory
it follows that

inspecting eqns (l-3), it follows that, rf the
sus~ptibllltles ~~n)(~- rl,
> are vamshmg unless
Ir-r,j$i,
w&h z=l,
, n, and i 1s the wavelength of the light, the Fourier transforms are
approximately k-independent This situation may
be met if the NLO material consists of relatively
small non-lnteractlng molecules, but, for example
not m s~mlconductors d mobile charge carriers or
excltons are involved Such non-local effects generally hamper the solution of the Maxwell equations
m, e g , the presence of optical waveguldes and
may also affect device performance [3] If the
above approximation holds, which 1s often assumed m amulatlons, the argument k m eqn (7)
may be omltted, thus faclhtatmg the solution of
the wave equation for a propagating electric-field
pattern, generally consisting of a summation over
plane waves The latter holds for non-uniform
media, e g , media m the presence of waveguldes

3. Third-order NLO materials
3 1 Theory
~lrd-order
NLO effects give rise to a lot of
interesting phenomena, as deplcted m Table 1 For
applications m all-optical processing at a single
frequency, the optical Kerr effect (or IDRI) 1s of
special importance
This Section concentrates
mainly on this effect, although part of the dlscusslon holds equally well for related effects such as
Raman-active non-hneantles
or the third-order
electro-optic effect
To start the dlscusslon on the IDRI, we believe
that It 1s mstructlve to consider a three-level
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onented along the z-axis [5] Using perturbation
theory, the result for large L IS
256L’O
y====
= 45a03e2z6~5

Ground Slrlr

Fig I Schematic
absorber

IS,l

of the electronic

energy

levels of a saturable

molecule Figure 1 shows a diagram of a molecule
having three electronic levels [4] If the molecule
gets excited by incident hght, the state S, gets
populated at the expense of the ground state It 1s
of importance, m order to understand the underlymg mechamsm of the IDRI, to note that, by the
population of S, , the absorption of the molecule
will change only if the transitions S, +
S2 differ
from that of the ground state, 1 e , if state S, has a
dEtferent polarlzabdtty
compared with the ground
state Due to changes m the absorption coefficient,
the real part of the refractive index also changes
The relation between the real and imaginary parts
of the refractive index 1s described by the
Kramers-Kromg
relations Above we have m fact
discussed the resonant case Slmdar conclusions
hold for the non-resonant case, where the exatatlons do not occur but where the excited states are
mixed into the ground state by the optical field
One of the earliest attempts to find analytlcal
expressions for the third-order susceptlblhty of
polymers uses a model m which 2M electrons are
confined to a one-dunenaonal box of length 2L,

(10)

Here a0 1s the Bohr radius and y 1s the second
hyperpolanzablhty, for which y r xc3)/N approxlmately holds, N being the particle density The
result has been obtained by taking the fourth
derivative of the ground-state energy with respect
to the electric d c field So the result should
correspond to the non-resonant value and predicts
the right order of magnitude for polyenes and
cyamnes [5] Assuming A4 cc L, it follows that
y cc L5 In eqn ( 10) the strong dependence of y on
the chain length L can be attributed both to an
increasing dipole strength and a decreasing energy
gap as a function of L
For long polymeric chains, the box-model described above predicts non-transparency,
which
can indeed be observed for some classes of polymers, such as cyanmes Polyenes, however, remam
transparent even for very long chain lengths due to
a Pelerls transition [6] In the theoretical model
used m ref 5 this has been accounted for by using
a smusoldal potential, leading to a non-vanishing
band gap, Eg Using an extension of this model,
Sauteret et al [7] found the followmg relation for
infinite polymeric chains of polyenes

(11)
Here CJ1s the cross-sectional area per chain and d
distance
Analytical expressions of the third-order susceptlblhty as a function of photon energy, w, have
been published [ 6,8- lo] In refs 6 and 8 the
authors use the Keldysh non-equlhbnum Green’s
function method, with the band gap as the only
adjustable parameter
The other methods are
based on the Genkm-Wedms method [9] and a
new method that includes damping effects [lo]
The results are m excellent agreement with measurements of the THG as a function of w m
trans-polyacetylene, and predict the correct order
of magnitude for the IDRI Detailed measurements of the latter for comparison with the calculations are not avadable at the moment From the
analytical expressions [6], we deduce a dependence
xt3) cc 1/Eg6 for the d c limit, m agreement with the
result gven in eqn (11)
IS the average C-C
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Various different ab znztzo methods are used
today to calculate non-linear susceptlblhtles We
shall discuss brlefly two of the most frequently
used
(1) The hyperpolarlzablhty 1s obtained from the
differential of the ground-state energy with respect
to a static electric field [ 111 Here two approaches
can be followed In the first, the self-consistent
field (SCF) equation IS solved m the presence of a
finite field, and c( and y are obtained by finite
dlfferencmg In the second, the dlfferentlatlon IS
performed analytically, this mvolves solutions of
coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock
solutions [ 121
(n) The hyperpolanzablhty
1s calculated using
the so-called direct summation method [ 131 Here
the matrix elements for dipole transitions and the
energies of excited states are computed by some
SCF method, by substltutmg these quantities mto
analytical expressions for the susceptlblhtles (the
electronic contrlbutlons to) the latter are obtained
Results obtained with method (I) [ 111 on trans,5, show a
polacetylenes, C, HZpt2, p = 1,
power-law dependence y cc Ls for p B 2, m remarkably good agreement wth eqn (lo), obtained
m a relatively simple way A similar powerlaw dependence
has been found [ 131 for
y(3w =o +w +o)
of tramand crs-polyacetylene at o = 0 65 eV y cc L4’
Experiments [14], measurmg the THG of sidechain-substituted polymers as a function of the
number of double bonds, n&,, show an exponential
behavlour xc3)a ndb3’ This 1s m rather good
agreement with the results mentloned above and
also with results using the two-level model [ 141
The theories outhned above do not take mto
account the effects due to electron correlation
These effects hamper the calculations of xc3) but

are shown, both experimentally [ 151 and theoretltally [ 161, to be of great importance m orgamcs,
and also m a lot of other materials, as may be
expected
3 2 Materials
Today, a lot of materials showing more or less
strong NLO third-order effects are known The
characteristics of some of these materials are depicted m Table 2 Below we shall discuss the most
promlsmg materials with respect to apphcatlons m
fast all-optical devices MQWS (multiple quantum
well structures) [ 171, embedded noble metal and
semiconductor (Cd&. Se, _ ,) particles of nanometre size and polymers
QWS consist of ultrathin (typically 100 A) layers of semiconductor materials having physical
compatlblhty but a different composltlon Thus
the band gap may be modulated m a direction
perpendicular to the layers, leading, for a s&iclently large modulation, to a confinement of the
carriers Thus the band structure 1s 2D (two dlmensional) in nature
As m 3D semiconductors, Coulomb attraction
leads to bound electron-hole (e-h) states or excltons The effect of the confinement leads to an
artificial decrease of the e-h distance, and thus to
an increase of the bmdmg energy of the exatons,
and also to an enhancement of the exclton density
of states The latter leads again to an increase of
the oscillator strength for excltatlons to exclton
states
This large bmdmg energy leads to more stable
exclton states, which has a drastic effect on the
complex refractive index due to both phase-space
filling and screening effects The third-order NLO
effects m MQWS of GaAs/AlGaAs are extremely

TABLE 2 Expenmental values of n2 at room temperature, the correspondmg rcactlon time and the saturation value of the refractwe mdex
change (If known), An,,, The wavelength, 1, 1s gwen only If there 1s a umque wavelength (reDon) for the IDRI The abbrevlatlons used are
o = onentatlonal, t = thermal, e = electromc and ph = phase-space filhng
Matenal

n, (m/V)*

1 (s)

&I,

MBBA (hq cr)
ZnS
CdS, Se, _ T
Doped glass 1
Polydlaoetylene
Polythlophene
GaAs/AIGaAs (MQWS)
Embedded nanopartlcles
of noble metals

IO-‘2
lo-‘J
2 x IO-‘7
-4 x lo-‘8
IO-‘8
10-l’
10-q
IO-‘6

10-e
10-e
10-e
IO_‘0
10-12
<lo-‘*
IO-‘2-10-9
<lo-‘*

01

I (pm)

0 001

0 84
1 plasmon
resonance

Effect

Ref

o/t
t
t
e
elph
e
elph
e/th

18
18
19,20
19,20
21
22
17
23
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large (see Table 2) In this material the lifetime of
excltons 1s about 1 ps, expenments [ 17] have
shown that after a strong excltatlon pulse, having
a photon energy equal to that of the exclton
transition, the absorption coefficient (at that photon energy) drops within 1 ps and recovers slowly
The relatively long recovery time (1 ns) IS due to
mteractlons with free electrons and holes, and 1s
quite disadvantageous for apphcatlons
Recent experiments on small structures m
MQWS indicate that the slow recovery times can be
overcome by dlffuslon of the electrons and holes to
the surface followed by recombmatlon [24]
Quite interesting, and very promlsmg for apphcations m all-optical logic and memory devices, 1s
the behavlour of MQWS of GaAs/AlGaAs m the
presence of an electric field perpendicular to the
layers [ 171 Then, the exclton wavefunctions
change quite drastically, leading to a change of the
optical properties, such as a shift of the exclton
peak This effect 1s often referred to as the quantum-confined Stark effect, and 1s used m so-called
SEEDS (self electro-optic effect devices) The latter
are used today m laboratory expenments on opt]cal computers as logic and memory devices, operating at low swltchmg energies [25]
In small ( I- 10 nm) noble-metal particle suspensions the NLO effects are attributed to the quantum size effect (QSE), 1e , to the confinement of
the electrons, although thermal effects cannot be
ruled out [26] Usually, thermal effects lead to
large reaction times, but for such small particles
the heat dlffuslon 1s a fast (% 1 ps) effect
As mentloned above, the QSE leads to a large
increase of the third-order NLO effects for small
metal particles An extra enhancement can be obtamed if small noble metal particles are used, at
frequencies of hght close to the plasmon frequency This may be explained as follows For
small (size < wavelength) particles the electrostatic
approxlmatlon may be used The relation between
the electric field of the radlatlon m a partde, Ep,
and that of the mcommg field, E,,,, ISthen given by
[271
E,=-&E,
P

(12)
m

Here E, and cp are the dielectric constants of the
host medium and the metal particles, respectively
For noble metals the real part of E, 1s negative for
frequencies below the plasmon frequency, so that,

for a suitably chosen host and frequency, we may
find
Re(e, + 2~,) = 0

(13)

This 1s the condltlon for plasmon resonance If
eqn ( 13) holds, this ~111lead to a strong enhancement (orders of magnitude) of the electric field
inside, and m the vlcmlty of, the noble metal
particles, and therefore to a strong increase of the
third-order NLO effects [26,27] It has been
shown [271 that using the expression for the IDRI
(see Section 2), eqn ( 12) may have more than one
solution for Ep at a given Em, leading to an
mtrmslc optical blstablhty, thus allowmg for memory devices on a sub-micron scale
The above discussion holds as well for noble
metal particles embedded m a NLO host, but here
the condltlons may be chosen such that a much
stronger enhancement of the NLO effects IS obtamed For pure thermo-optic materials, such as
ZnS(e), the third-order NLO effects are large but
slow ( rps) on a picosecond time scale We remark that, using such a material as a host for
small noble metal particles, advantage may be
taken of both the plasmon enhancement effect m
the vlcmlty of the metal particles and the fact that
heat will diffuse away from such a small particle
within a few plcoseconds In this way strong NLO
fast-reactmg matenals can be obtained, suitable
for apphcatlons m the field of optical phase conjugatlon, opto-optic devices and small-azed memory
elements, working at relatively low mtensltles of
the light
Other suggestions m this field have been presented [28] and consist of nanopartlcles having a
NLO core of, e g , polymers Calculations [28]
show that the presence of such a core leads to an
increase of the non-lmeanty and to a lower onset
of optical blstablhty
With respect to second-order NLO effects, orgames can compete with anorgamc crystals Inspecting Table 2, it follows that a slmllar remark
cannot be made with respect to the IDRI,
the value of n2 m polymers 1s not better than
lO-‘7 m’/V* For practical apphcatlons m alloptical devices this value 1s far too low and
MQWS seem to be favourable here, at least at the
moment
The advantages of polymers are that these matereals have fast response times and can be tadored
to have (1) good transmission propertles m the
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desired optical frequency range and (11) higher
values of n2 With respect to the latter, there 1s a
need for systematic experimental and theoretlcal
mvestlgatlons on which an organic group or comb+
natlon of groups may lead to an enhancement of the
effect, and also to the influence of the chain length
3 3 Characterlzatlon
In order to utilize NLO effects m optical devices
and also for material charactenzatlon, it 1s advantageous to use optical waveguides as (I) this leads
to a strong concentration of the optical field, and
(u) the propagation of modes 1s dlffractlonless,
leading to long interaction lengths Accurate measurements of NLO effects are of importance both
for device modelhng and m order to get mslght
mto the material properties Many different characterization methods, mostly based m mterferometric effects, may be used to measure the reaction
time and magnitude of thn-d-order NLO effects
[29] In this Section we shall discuss some methods
based on prism couplmg mto planar structures for
the determmatlon of the magnitude of the IDRI
and also of the second- and third-order electro-optic effect
A very sensitive way to detect small index
changes consists of coherent detection of the vanatlon m the couplmg efficiency of a signal beam,
induced by a modulated pump beam Choosmg a
coordinate system as gven m Fig 2, the dlfferenteal equation for the couplmg of both the signal
and the pump beam 1s given by [30]
dA
m
= -(K,,&
dz

+ pm ,)A,,, + t,K,,,k&

exp(lA/?,z)
(14)

Rg 2 Experimental set-up for the coherent detectlon of modulation
of the couplmg efficiency of the signal beam ( HeNe) by a pump beam
(AI+) AOM = acousto-optic modulator and PD = photodetector

Here E0 1s the amplitude of the electrical component of the mcommg beam at the prism base, A,,,
IS the amplitude of the model field which IS related
to the electric modal field, E,,,, by
&(x, z) = &(z)S&)

exp{-lP,,zj

(15)

ADr = konp sin(e) - Pmr, where kO IS the wavevector, n,, IS the refractive index of the prism and
8 1s the angle of incidence on the prism base
1s the propagation constant of the
Pm=Pmr+$m,
mode In eqn ( 15) the field shape t 1s defined such
that IA,,,)* represents the power of the mode per
unit length m the y-direction The coupling constants K,,, and t, are interrelated [ 311 and may be
obtained, for a given structure, m a way described
by Tlen and Ulrlch [ 321 (see also [33])
In the presence of a third-order non-linearity,
the propagation of the mode becomes power dependent and, neglecting any power-dependent
changes of the modal field, it follows [35] that
P,(z) = B: + P#(z)

1’

(16)

The relation between j2 and the material parameters can be determined using standard perturbation theory [34]
With the above it follows that, for prism coupling with a single beam, the coupling efficiency
is power dependent The NLO properties of the
involved materials can be measured m this way
1361
In the presence of a modulation of the signal
beam by a stronger beam, either at a different
wavelength or exciting a different mode, coherent
detectlon techmques can be used [21, 371, see
Fig 2 Such a set-up leads to a very sensitive
detection of mtenaty-induced
changes m the
refractive mdex, An > 10V8, allowing also for
measurements of saturation effects, Raman processes {x’~‘(~B= o + cu-o,)},
non-ideal Kerr-law
behavlour and the performance of time-resolved
pump-probe
processes Angle-dependent
measurements of the out-coupled power at the output
prism of the signal beam and of its modulation by
the pump beam are shown m Fig 3 The couplmg
angle of the pump beam remains unchanged
Changes m both the real and imaginary parts of
the refractive index can be revealed [21, 371
A similar modulation techmque may also be
used to determine both the second- and thlrdorder EO coefficients, an ATR configuration was
used for the experiments m refs 38 and 39
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4. All-optical devices

A large variety of integrated optics devices utlhzmg the IDRI have been proposed and partly realized and tested m the last fifteen years The effects
on which the performance of these devices rest may
roughly and non-exclusively be subdivided into
(1) a change m the modal propagation constant
(AD), leading to a phase shift ( Acp),made effective
by interference with some other beam or mode,
occurrmg for example m Mach-Zehnder mterferometers (MZI) and dlstrlbuted (prism or gratmg)
couplers,
(11) a AD (and Aq) for a device with a performance depending crltlcally on some dlmenaon of
the device, such as m a Fabry-Perot (FP) etalon or
a grating mode-converter,

(111)a change m the (modal) refractive index,
having the order of magnitude of the linear (modal)
mdex differences m the device, such as occurring m
the case of spatial sohton emlsslon, NLO Y- and
X-Junctions and optical hmlters,
(iv) devices utlhzmg, besides the effect mentioned m (n), the mtenslty-dependent cross-phase
modulation between different modes, e g , logic
switches,
(v) optlcally blstable (OB) elements such as FP
etalons, gratings and dlstnbuted couplers, where
the blstablhty IS caused by some feedback mechanism,
(vi) hybrid devices working not solely m the
optical domain, e g , SEEDS
In Table 3 we have given a survey of a number
of more or less well-known third-order non-linear

TABLE 3 An overwe~ of third-order non-hnear dewces, mdlcatmg whether a gwen performance has been reported or may be expected (y) or
not (n), and the correspondmg references Part of the devices (e g , X, Y-Junction) act as a memory only m the presence of ddTuslon of the NLO
effect, such as mducmg the necessary feedback
Performance

Y-Junction
X-Junction
Hollow wavegulde
Drectlonal coupler
FP etalon
Mode-convertmg
gratmg
Spatial sohton device
MZI
Dlstnbuted coupler
WaveguIde, n2 -C0
CWave moong devxe
SEEDS

Swtch

Memory

Logic switch

Llmlter
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devices, for completeness SEEDS are also mentioned, although their performance is based on
higher-order NLO effects SEEDS and other hybnd devices are of mterest due to the low optical
power required for swltchmg Recently the operation of arrays of symmetric SEEDS [ 511, an optlcal
parallel processor using spatial hght modulators
[52] and an optical trlstable device using an mtegrated phototransistor and laser diode [53] have
been demonstrated Although such hybnd devices
have great merits, certamly d the parallelism 1s
explolted, these devices are electromcally asslsted
and so limited m then swltchmg speed
For ultrafast serial processing of mformatlon,
all-optical devices with then potentially short
swltchmg times ( < 1 ps) are needed In telecommumcatlons such devices can be used for routmg
by decoding the address headers and also to
provide rapid access to a network Demonstrations of and dlscusslons on such devices can be
found m the recent literature [54,55]
For detailed dlscusslons on the devices given m
Table 3 the interested reader 1s referred to the
papers indicated Here we shall treat m some more
detal the merits of devices consisting of a single
(non) -hnear asymmetrical Y-Junction and a device
conslstmg of a combmatlon of that, the non-linear
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (NMZI)
Y-Junctions are of mterest m integrated optics
due to the versatlhty of the functions that can be
performed with these structures and the relaxed
fabrication tolerances (as compared to dlrectlonal
couplers, for example) Burns and Milton [40] have
shown that Y-Junctions can act either as power
sphtters or mode splitters Then, from reaproclty,
it can be understood that Y-Junctions can also be
used as mode converters and signal combiners,
provided that the conversion to radlatlon modes m
the Y-Junction structure IS negligible The reqmrement for this 1s that the branching angle 1s sufficiently small, so that the modal field propagation 1s
adlabatlc In order to perform BPM (beam propagation method [56-591) slmulatlons, it 1s convenient to approximate the 3D structure by a 2D one
on using the effective-index method (EIM [34])
In Fig 4 a 2D picture 1s given of an asymmetric
Y-Junction It was shown [40] that asymmetrlc
Y-junctions conslstmg of one blmodal input and
two non-identical monomode output channels can
act as mode splitters As a key parameter, a mode
conversion factor (MCF) can be defined by

Fig 4 Schematic of the consIdered Y-IunctIon
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Fig 5 Swttchmg bchavmur of the Y-Junction deplcted m Fig 4 The
parameters used for the slmulatlons are background Index, mb= 1 59,
homogeneous
non-hneanty,
waveguide
mdex,
n, = 16,
nzE = 1O-‘3 m2/V2, and i = 1 pm For the widths we have used
W, = 2 25 pm (cases A and 6) and 2 5 pm (case C) and wI = 2 pm
The crossmg angle was 20 = 0 2035” (A and C) and 0 4035” (case B)

MCF =

N2 - N,
tg(2B)(W2 - n32)1/Z

(17)

where t? 1s the half branching angle, n3 1s the index
of refraction of the medium between the two
branching angles, W = 0 5(N1 + N2) and N, and
N2 are the effective mdlces of waveguldes 1 and 2
at infinite separation For IMCF( 9 0 44 It was
found that the Y-Junctions act as mode sphtters,
enabling efficient power transfer from the input
channel mamly to one of the output channels,
whereas IMCF( Q 0 44 leads merely to a dlvlslon of
power over both output channels
From reciprocity, it can be understood that a
Y-Junction with large MCF and low conversion to
radiation modes can also be operated m the opposite dlrectlon, 1 e , light launched m one of the two
inputs 1s efficiently coupled to the fundamental or
first-order mode of the output channel
It 1s clear from eqn (17) that the MCF, and
thus the behavlour of the Y-Junction, 1s power
dependent m the NLO case This can also be seen
from the results of the BPM slmulatlons deplcted
m Fig 5 Here we have used an overall non-hnearIty n2 = 10eL3m*/V’, and effective mdlces nb = 1 59
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and ng = 1 6 for the background and the waveguiding sections, respectively The wavelength 1s
1 pm, and the fundamental mode IS launched into
the lower branch at the left of Fig 4 From Fig 5
it follows that at low power levels, the field 1s
converted mto a first-order mode, whereas at
higher power levels the output 1s mainly the fundamental mode By placing another (mode-sphttmg)
Y-Junction, but now a linear one, somewhere further on in the structure, the device acts as an
all-optical switch
The device IS non-reciprocal, as a fundamental
mode launched at the right of the Junction (see
Fig 4) will leave it mainly (more than 99 9% for
not too high power levels [60]) through the upper
part Thus we suggest that It can be used as an
optical isolator of a pulsed laser, at least d things
can be arranged such that a reflected pulse cannot
comclde with a new mcommg pulse in the effective
part of the Junction
We also expect that the device may be used as
an all-optical amplifier and a logic gate Similar
interesting features have also been described [43]
for an X-Junction
The swltchmg curve becomes much steeper,
compared to that of Fig 5, if a Y-Junction 1s used
for which one of the two branches 1s a hollow
wavegmde A hollow wavegmde 1s a waveguide
that becomes guiding only m the presence of a
certain threshold mtenslty, due to a positive nonlinearity In Fig 6 results are shown for a Y-JuncPout
loo
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Fig 6 Swltchmg behavlour of a Y-junction havmg one branch
conslstmg of a hollow wavegude, also bemg the only NLO part of
the structure Here a fundamental mode IS launched mto the part
conslstmg of a smgle branch, and the power m the TE, mode
represents the power leavmg the pmctlon through the hollow branch
The parameters are stmllar to the ones given m the caption of Rg 5
except ns = I 595 and 20 = 0 I

(b)
Fig 7 BPM slmulattons of field
described m the caption of Fig 6
P,, = 640 W/m) and above ((b) f,.
The fundamental mode 1s launched

propagation
m the Y-Junction
at power levels Just below ((d)
= 660 W/m) the crItIca power
at the left of the picture

tlon where the hollow branch 1s the only non-hnear part of the structure and a fundamental mode
1s launched mto that part of the structure conslstmg of a single branch The hollow branch has, m
the active region of the Junction, a linear refractive
index equal to that of the background Above a
certain threshold (spatial) sohton emlsslon occurs
mto the hollow (upper) branch (see Fig 7) The
latter corresponds to the TE, mode, see Fig 6
Interferometrlc measurements have for a long
time played an important role m the history of
free-space optical measurements Small changes m
optical path length can be measured with accuracies of the order of the wavelength of the light In
integrated optics, mterferometrlc optical sensors
and electro-optic amplitude modulators are often
of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) type
(see Fig 8) In this kmd of interferometer a
power-splitting Y-Junction at the entrance of the
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Fig 8 Example of a Mach-Zehnder

mterferometer

structure 1s used for dlvldmg the mcommg power
over two channels During passage through the
channels the two beams will undergo phase
changes that are dependent on the propagation
speed of the beams For optical sensors one beam
1s normally used as a reference beam (B), whereas
the other beam passes through a waveguide (A) in
which the propagation constant depends m some
way on the value of a quantity that has to be
measured (the measurand) [ 6 l]
The non-linear counterpart of the MZI (the
non-linear Mach-Zehnder interferometer, NMZI)
was introduced by Haus et al [62,63] In the
NMZI they proposed, the input section of the
interferometer has two additional Inputs serving
for the inJection of input signals in both branches
Due to non-linearity m the structure, the a c
Kerr-induced index changes cause the propagating
modes to gam extra phase changes which are
resolved (by interference) as amplitude changes at
the output section When using two signal inputs
and one gate signal (all signals being pulsed),
logical switching ports of the XOR and the AND
type can be made
A schematic presentation of the NMZI consldered here [48] 1s given m Fig 9 The input section
(left side of Fig 9) of the structure consists of
three monomodal waveguides The two outer
waveguides are used for inJection of signals, which
an , removed by the two outer waveguides at the

Fig 9 Schematic

present&m

of the consldered NMZI

Fig 10 Intensity dlstnbutlon obtamed wth BPM sunulat~ons on the
structure deplcted m Fig 9 The mtenslty of the pump beam IS
P, = 1 kW/m and that of the sIgnal beam P, = 56 W/m, correspondmg to the sltuatlon that predommantly a first-order mode IS excited at
the output

output section The middle wavegulde 1s provided
with a strong beam, the pump beam The two
branches of the NMZI and the central output
guide are blmodal The two signal beams affect the
phase difference at the central output port, and so
the intensity dlstrlbutlon of the two output modes
If we isolate the fundamental mode at the output
port (for example), the device may serve as an
all-optical (logic) switch or a differential amplifier
In Figs 10 and 11 BPM slmulatlons are shown of
the NMZI, showing the swltchmg from a TEI

Fig 1I AS for Fig IO, hut P, = 112 W/m, correspondmg
fundamental mode leawng the output

to a
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output mode to a TEo output mode, induced by
changes m the intensity of the signal beam
We remark that the performance of the NMZI,
described above, does not depend, m first approxlmatlon, on the intensity of the pump beam [48]
This IS of Importance for unwanted pulse breakup, which often occurs m all-optical swrtchmg
devices due to the mtenslty dlstnbutlon over the
pulse
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In the past few years a large variety of all-optlcal devices have been proposed, some of which
have been realized and tested To increase apphcatlons of such devices, there 1s still a need for
strongly non-linear fast reacting and (possibly)
non-absorbing materials In this field further research, both experimental and theoretlcdl, 1s deslrable m order to obtain more mslght mto the
underlying mechanisms and might be of help for
the tailoring of materials
Slmulatlons of all-optlcal devices mostly assume
an Ideal Kerr-law non-hneanty and a c w input
However, the response of a device to fast pulses
might differ conslderably from the predlctlons obtamed by slmulatlons, and pulse break-up may
occur The latter effect may possibly be overcome
by using temporal sohtons [3] Further slmulatlons
are needed, using reahstlc material parameters, m
order to realize devices with good performance
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